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Introduction 

  
Gipton Supported Independent Living Limited, known as Gipsil, is 
registered as an Industrial & Provident Society with Charitable Status. 
We are an organisation based in Gipton, Leeds, providing support and 
housing to young people and young parents aged 16 to 25 years across 
east & north east Leeds and providing specialist support to care leavers 
citywide. Gipsil undertakes and hosts other support services where 
resources allow, including weekly Opportunity Shops, & facilitates a 
weekly domestic violence support group supported by a crèche facility.   

 
The Advice Service provides free & independent generalist advice, 
principally in relation to welfare benefits and housing to our service user 
groups. 

 
 
 
Gipsil Advice Service general experience of the Sanctions Regime: 
 
We feel that the sanctions process is highly punitive and fails to encourage 
JSA claimants or allow the opportunity to amend behaviour. We noted in our 
submission to the CLG inquiry of December 12, (Communities and Local 
Government Committee inquiry on the implementation of welfare reform by 
local authorities), Gipsil’s experience of sanctions has been: 

 poor communication from DWP;   
 slow decision making; &  

 lack of designated department or contacts dealing with sanction 
issues. 

 

 

Gipsil noted that Minister for Employment Mark Hoban greeted news in 2012 
that 495,000 people sanctioned by stating that the "rules send out a clear 
message to jobseekers. We will offer them the support they need to find work, 
but in return for receiving benefits they have responsibilities too. People 
cannot expect to keep their benefits if they do not hold up their end of the 
bargain." http://www.dwp.gov.uk/newsroom/press-releases/2012/oct-2012/dwp108-12.shtml 

http://www.dwp.gov.uk/newsroom/press-releases/2012/oct-2012/dwp108-12.shtml


 

Our experience has not reflected effective provision of support. We have seen 
clients sanctioned for: 

 failing to attend appointments they were not informed of;  
 being double booked by the job centre on to two courses;  
 failing to apply for a vacancy that had already been filled/no longer 

existed;  
 a service user with a learning difficulty applying for 8 jobs with high 

quality, realistic applications in space of fortnight rather than the 10 
required;  

 a client midway through an employment tribunal challenging an 
unfair dismissal exacerbated by an unfair disciplinary 
hearing together with a failure to provide disciplinary procedure/staff 
handbook/contract; pay remaining wages and following her being 
required to work without  a break in contravention of the 
EU Working Time Directive, was still sanctioned by JSA decision 
maker, despite our outlining the circumstances and detailing that 
she in no way lost her job through ‘misconduct’ (which in JSA regs 
is conduct that ‘can fairly be described as blameworthy, 
reprehensible and wrong’ – R(U)2/77 para 15).  

 
Our experiences at Gipsil seem to mirror the findings of Citizen’s Advice 
Bureau in Scotland. They found young people to be particular vulnerable to 
sanctioning with approx half of JSA sanctions placed on under 25s. See for 
more detail: http://www.cas.org.uk/publications/voices-frontline-jsa-sanctions 

 
 
Specific Administrative Issues relating to Sanctions 
 
Gipsil note that clients should be given the opportunity to give good cause for 
any failure or alleged misdemeanour prior to the imposition of a sanction. This 
information should be passed to a Decision Maker who then determines 
whether a sanction should be imposed together with a decision as to the 
appropriate length of sanction. 
 
Prevalent Issues: 

- Clients rarely receive advance warning of a prospective sanction. They 
frequently discover that a suspension of benefit or sanction has already 
been imposed when contacting Jobcentre Plus or via Benefit Enquiry 
Line when expected benefit payments have not been received.  

 
- There is minimal detail in respect of alleged failures to act or 

misdemeanours recorded within decision letters making the process of 
challenge difficult. 

 
- Sanction Appeals have gone missing in Leeds BDC post via Leodis 

Way and our experience is that correspondence in relation to appeals 
is not copied to us as representatives as should be the case and is in 
ESA appeals. We have yet to see how the new process of mandatory 
reconsideration will work in relation to challenging sanction decisions.  

http://www.cas.org.uk/publications/voices-frontline-jsa-sanctions


 
- Minimal means of following up progress in relation to sanction appeals 

(now initially mandatory reconsiderations) as information available to 
staff at Benefit Enquiry Line is sketchy at best. 

 
- Once a sanction has been imposed, there appears to be no required 

process by which a claimant is advised of the existence and 
opportunity to claim Hardship Payments which can result in genuine 
destitution and is powerfully described by a claimant (anonymised) in 
the example at Appendix 1.     

 
- Work Programme Providers prove difficult to contact for both clients 

and advisers resulting in problems in securing detail on pattern of 
behaviour prior to the imposition of any sanction. In addition, contacting 
WPPs prior to appointments where clients have good cause for non 
attendance to prevent the imposition of a sanction is problematic. This 
is even more difficult where the Work Programme Providers are sub 
contracting provision. 

 
- DWP place complete reliance upon information from Work Programme 

Providers when decisions to sanction or accept ‘re-engagement’ in 
ESA cases are being made. This is despite the decision whether to 
sanction clearly remaining with DWP. Eg, JC+ staff accepting that a 
sanctioned ESA claimant has ‘re engaged’ but advising they could not 
lift the sanction or even consider a Hardship Payment until the Work 
Programme Provider had input the date they considered ‘re 
engagement’ to have taken place. 

 
Example: Whilst this example relates to ESA rather than JSA, it clearly 
demonstrates the bureaucratic nature of relationships with relevant partner 
agencies and highlights the barriers facing claimants when trying to navigate 
the claims process and sanction regime. 
 
Client made her claim for ESA on the basis of her anxiety and agoraphobia 
which was restricting her ability to find work (client a Care Leaver). Her mental 
ill health precluded her from taking part in the Jobseekers Allowance Work 
Programme (via Interserve) for which she was repeatedly sanctioned. 
Due to anxiety and depression, client: 
•           avoids situations that could lead to panic attacks, such as crowded 
places, public transport and queues;  
•           is unable to leave the house for long periods of time   
•           needs to be with someone she trusts when going anywhere (e.g. a 
friend or support worker) 
•           avoids being far away from home  
•           suffers considerable fear and anxiety if forced to engage in 
uncomfortable situations (such as listed above), or with unfamiliar people. 
These problems were reflected in the ESA Decision Maker’s decision to 
award her 6 points for going to familiar places unaccompanied, 6 points for 
difficulties communicating with other people and social engagement, and 9 
points for occasional uncontrollable outbursts in her WCA assessment. 



Despite these acknowledged problems, the client was sanctioned for failing to 
attend a Work Related Activity appointment at Interserve on 11/12/12. 
Further, this sanction remained in place despite the client attending 3 
consecutive sessions of ‘Work Related Activity’, and being due to attend a 4th 
session on Monday 22nd of April.  
This case was particularly troubling as we believe the client’s level of 
participation far exceeded the stated requisite of ‘an agreement to undertake 
Work Related Activity’ and as such, there was no justification for the sanction 
remaining in place. It should be remembered that a sanction is extremely 
punitive and reduces the claimant’s ESA entitlement by the entire weekly 
personal allowance of £71 leaving only the support component in payment. 
This clearly causes immense financial hardship for someone with health 
problems acknowledged through the WCA process.  
Of even greater concern was the apparent role Interserve played in the 
decision to impose and maintain the sanction. Interserve advised she 
was required to attend 4 sessions of Work Related Activity held on only a 
fortnightly basis, despite JCP guidance stating that to lift the sanction she 
would only need to ‘take part in a work-focused interview; or making an 
arrangement to take part in a work-focused interview at an agreed date’ (Reg 
63(11)(a) ESA Regulations 2008). Decisions on all matters relating to benefit 
claims clearly rests with Jobcentre Plus. However, as this case demonstrates, 
there appears to be, at the very least, a blurring of roles and responsibilities.    
As well as the lack of consistency between what we were told by JCP staff 
and Interserve staff, we have major concerns about the programme facilitated 
by Interserve. This client was referred to the same adviser for ESA WRA as 
she was whilst on JSA Work Programme. We queried with JC+ the efficacy of 
Interserve and were told that JC+ had been assured by Interserve that their 
staff were trained to deal with both JSA and ESA client groups in a way 
tailored to their specific needs. This clearly wasn’t our client’s experience and 
her mental ill health in no way appeared to be taken into consideration by her 
Interserve adviser. Our staff accompanied the client to several appointments 
and witnessed examples of what we would consider bad practice, eg. a client 
who is acknowledged to struggle with social situations being shouted across a 
crowded open plan office to a desk to discuss barriers to work resulting from 
health problems with no element of privacy. 
We are sceptical as to the robustness of JC+’s auditing of Interserve’s 
performance, a problem compounded by the apparent exaggerated influence 
Interserve have over JC+’s decision making process in relation to the 
imposition of sanctions.        
We wrote to Interserve directly about this client’s experience of their service. 
The letter was sent in April 13 and no acknowledgement or response was 
ever received.  

 
Conclusions 
Gipsil have been involved in meetings with JC+ along with other Advice Leeds 
partner agencies. Such liaison meetings are constructive and JC+ staff in 
attendance indicate a willingness to help and intervene on a case by case 
basis. However, the issues raised by advice agencies highlight systemic 
problems with the sanctions regime and a lack of robust procedure by which 
JC+ can be called to account. For example: On the issue of sanctions being 



imposed without warning and without a claimant being given the opportunity 
to give good cause for an alleged failure, we are advised that this can be a 
purely verbal process undertaken at a ‘signing’ appointment. There is clearly a 
risk of misunderstanding and a large element of discretion involved this less 
formal approach. Our experience suggests claimants are largely unaware that 
they are at risk of being subject to sanction and bearing in mind the grave 
ramifications inherent in the imposition of such, we feel that the procedure 
involved should be suitably stringent involving written notice and a call for 
evidence.  
 
Sanctions result in very real hardship but our service users’ experience of the 
regime suggests a presumption in favour of the sanction without 
comprehensive investigation in relation to the relevant circumstances and a 
lack of robust process whereby the DWP can be called to account.  
 
 
 
Sarah Duffy & Rob McHugh – Gipsil  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 1  
Claimant’s Sanction & Hardship Payment experience in their own words  
 

 

i first encountered a sanction in september 2010 when i failed to 

attend a job centre appointment which resulted in nothing more than a 

weeks loss of money fortunatly i had food in my cupboard to support 

me. but the second sanction i gained for mis informed by the 

jobcentres work programme 'music best course' resulted in a longer 

sanction after i dismissed me self from one work programme to go onto 

the next after recieveing a lengthy telephone interview to be 

excepted on to the music best course the next day i told my job 

centre advisor and they told me i wa s wrong to dismiss myself and 

sanctioned me for following my carreer choice. 

 

 this is where my life became hell. once my food had run out i 

caalled for a crisis loan they wouldnt give me one because i was on a 

sanction and said the only way i could get one is in the event of an 

earthquake or such other occorunces. i knew at this point things are 

really going to get hard for me. as starvation kicks in im sent back 

on to the ordinary best training programme by the job centre whilst 

unpaid. the hunger is to unbearable and after a few days i just didnt 

have the energy to turn up gaining me anouther sanction. with nobody 

to turn to i brave it and pocket a sandwich from a supermarket shelf 

for survival realising this is the only way i can survive untill i 

find work which i hoped would be soon. i get a job interview during 

the sanction that i appealed but had refused so i was made to go to 

this interview looking like a zombie after loosing a vast amount of 

wieght i couldnt focas properly and lacked energy. it understandably 

seemed i was on heavy drugs to the interviewer who didnt understand 

my situation not believing our government would starve its own 

citezens. 

 

im angered at the job centre for what they had done i lost my friends 

and family because the ouldnt understand what was going on they all 

thought i was addicted to hard drugs aswell because my health 

drasticly deteriated. which caused me to be pulled by the police 

every two minutes on grounds of stop on search for drugs though all i 

was was just hungry well starving to be more blunt. the sanctions 

became a vicious cycle over the space of a year because i was getting 

to ill to even do anything id feel dizzy just even standing up felt 

like collapsing on every walk. i had three job interviews and walk 

large distances to get to them in this state killing off energy i 

dont even have stored because of my empty stomach. i tried contacting 

local mps but they didnt really want to talk to me about the matter. 

i found my self alone and trapped. eventually i was arrested and 

fined for stealing a sandwich for survival from a shop in the train 

station. getting an £80 fine i couldnt pay even after telling the 

judge my circumstance who thought i was paranoid that our own 

government was trying to starve me. a year had past on sanction and i 

decided to approach a homeless shelter. i informed them of my 

circumstances and they took me in with open arms to feed me every day 

untilll the ssanction was over. this is where i found out about 

hardship payments by a lady in the crypt homeless shelter. so after a 

year of constant starvation and survival not been able to focas on 



looking for work i find that the job centre never informed me i could 

recieve hardship all iwas told from my advisor was there is no point 

signing on because i wasnt getting paid anymore. so if it wasnt for a 

homeless shelter which i shouldnt of had to use the services of since 

im wasnt homeless i would of starved or been sent to prison for 

shoplifting which i was forced into by the governments laws. i was so 

close to takeing my oown life in those grim and dark days. i did end 

up loosing my flat for becomeing in £1000+ worth of arrears unable to 

pay service charges and allso more on bills racked up during sanction 

period. i spent a week in prison for not been able to pay my fine for 

stealing a sandwich the judge still didnt fully understand my 

situation and must of thought i was lying. i eventually recieved 

hardship of £30 a fortnight. because they were taking crisis loan 

repayments and court fines out. though i was supposed to recieve £60 

for the fortnight. when the sanction was over i was by then 

volonteering at the homeless shelter basicly as a thank you for 

saving my life and to put something new on my c.v after the BIG 

NEGLECT. 

 

 i tried my hardest to avoid a sanction from them again but then i 

was slammed for not signing on because i was at a job interview of 

all things and i didnt call to inform the job centre i wouldnt make 

my signing appointment. sanctions make me sick every time i here them 

now. i thought a sanction is something you give to criminal countries 

who pose a threat to the world im just an ordinary citezen that was 

destroyed through this scheme health mind and personality. it didnt 
 
 
   
 
             


